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generally larger than their human counterparts. theresistive touchscreen projection projection display technology is becoming increasingly
popular for a wide variety of applications in such fields as control panels, entertainment, gaming, data analysis, and multimedia. the use of

projection technology is growing due to its inherent advantages of high brightness, low energy consumption, low cost, compact size, and low
weight. to reduce projection display costs, taiwan-based amo-x technologies has developed a new resistive touchscreen projection technology
based on the patented pesc (plastic electrolytic superconductivity) concept. this concept allows for the realization of high-performance, high-

contrast, high-quality full-color projection systems without using any optical lenses, filters, or active matrix thin film transistor lcds, using color
display tubes with a relatively low voltage and compact size, and using a simple projection lens, and thus achieving cost reduction and

simplifying the production process. unlike prior resistive touchscreen projectsinion techniques, which typically use a transparent plastic panel
coated with conductive inks and thin film transistors (tfts) to sense touch commands, amo-x’s touchscreen projection technique also has the

advantages of being transparent, delivering high resolution, and reflecting the rays of incident light in the front and back of the screen. to
illustrate the basic principle of pesc operation, amo-x uses liquid-crystal technology (lc) and light-emitting diode (led) technology in its pesc-lc-

led touch display projectors. a single display module consists of a red led lamp, a blue light diffusion plate, and an lc cell. to realize color,
three transmission color filters are used: a red filter, a blue filter, and a green filter. light emitted from the red led lamp passes through the red
filter and is then focused by the diffuser plate onto the lc cell, on which it undergoes conversion to a uniform blue light. the blue light is further

reflected by the green filter and diffused by the diffuser plate to provide a uniform white light. the lcd cell of the projection system used in
amo-x’s projector employs only amorphous silicon, polycrystalline silicon, or microcrystalline silicon for the tfts. it is a thin-film transistor lcd

based on polycrystalline silicon or microcrystalline silicon, but with lc cells.
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